
Economics 2 – INTRODUCTORY MICROECONOMICS 

Text:  ECONOMICS, 5
h
 Edition  by R. Glenn Hubbard and Anthony Patrick O’Brien 

Email address: minouye@elcamino.edu 

Office hours: MW 10- 11 AM, 2:30-3:00 PM, and TTH 7:00-7:45 AM 

READING LIST and Student Objectives (What students should be able to do, if they wish to succeed in this class) 

SECTION I: Review  

   A. Introduction to Economics:  Basic Foundations and the use of  Economic Models                                         chapter 1 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following: 

1. List and define three basic economic ideas: consumption, production, and exchange 

2. Describe the consequences of Scarcity  

3. Economics Models 

a. Assumptions and construction  of economic models 

b. Positive economics versus normative economics 

c. Verbally and graphically describe positive (direct) and negative (inverse) relationships (addendix to chapter 1) 

   B. Production Possibilities Curves (1
st
 economic model)                      chapter 2 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following, using hypothetical production possibilities curves: 

1. verbally and graphically describe the of production possibilities of two products, assuming resources are limited   

2. verbally and graphically describe the opportunity cost of  producing a product 

3. verbally and graphically describe the law of increasing opportunity costs of producing a product 

4. verbally and graphically describe the law of comparative advantage and the gains from specialization (see also 

chapter 8) You must use hypothetical data to describe the law of comparative advantage and the gains 

generated from proper specialization in production and losses from improper specializaton 

5. verbally and graphically describe economic growth and economic decay 

C. Market Systems (Price and the interaction of Supply curves and Demand curves)                    chapter 3 & 4 

In these chapters, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical demand and supply curves 

1. verbally and graphically contrast changes in quantity demanded(q
d
) with changes in demand(D) 

2. verbally and graphically contrast changes in quantity supplied(q
s
) with  changes in supply(S) 

3. verbally and graphically contrast market equilibrium with market disequilibria  

4. verbally and graphically describe various possible changes in market equilibrium  

5. verbally and graphically describe consumer surplus and producer surplus  
D. Demand and Supply  Curve Extensions                                  chapter 6 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical demand and supply curves: 

1. verbally and graphically describe the price elasticity of demand and the price elasticity of supply 

2. verbally and graphically describe the income elasticity of demand and the cross price elasticity of demand 

3. verbally and graphically discuss (in detail) the consequences of taxing and/or subsidizing the sale or purchase 

of a product, (your answer must include the how price elasticity of demand and price elasticity of supply 

determine part of the consequences of imposing the tax or granting the subsidy  

E. Consumer Choice of a typical consumer and Behavioral Economics                                         chapter 10 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical budget constraint curves and 

indifference curves: 

1. discuss utility theory, and explain the law of diminishing marginal utility 

2. verbally and graphically describe the indifference curves (consumer choices that generate the same amount of utility 

for the consumer) 

3. verbally and graphically describe the budget constrain curves (choices available to the consumer) 

4. verbally and graphically contrast consumer equilibrium (consumer choices that generate the greatest amount of 

utility with consumer disequilibria (consumer choices that don’t generate the greatest amount of utility) 

5. verbally and graphically describe changes in consumer equilibrium, caused by changes in the price of a 

specific product 

************EXAMINATION 1 approximately end of week 6 (this exam is worth 200 points) 
SECTION II: Pricing and output decisions of a typical firm ( 

explaining the price charged by the typical firm and quantity of the product the firm plans to produce
 )    

 A. Firms                                                    chapter 8 

 B. Production and Costs for a typical firm                                            chapter 11 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical production functions and cost         

functions: 

1. verbally and graphically describe the following hypothetical marginal product and average product curves: 

a. the marginal product of adding an additional unit of an input  

b. the average product of an using quantity of an input 
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c. the law of diminishing returns 

d. the mathematical relationship that exists between marginal values and average values 

2. verbally and graphically describe the following using hypothetical short run unit cost curves 

a.   the expected  pattern of marginal costs as a larger quantity of a product is produced 

b.   the expected pattern of average variable costs as a larger quantity of a product is produced 

c.   the expected behavior of average fixed costs as a larger quantity of a product is produced 

d.   the expected behavior of average total costs as a larger quantity of a product is produced 

3. verbally and graphically describe the behavior of long run cost curves as a larger quantity of a product is produced 

4. verbally and graphically describe the effect of changes in the constants of short run unit cost curves 

C. Price and Output decisions of a typically competitive firm (i.e. the Perfect Competition case)      chapter 12 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical unit cost curves 

1. describe the profit maximizing or loss minimizing rule for a typical firm: (MR=MC on the last unit produced) 

(i.e. the condition that has to exist if a firm is making profit maximizing or loss minimizing decision) or the 

firm’s equilibrium condition  

2. verbally and graphically describe the short-run equilibrium price charged by the firm and the quantity of the 

product the firm plans to produce 

3. verbally and graphically describe the long-run equilibrium price charged by the firm and the quantity of the 

product the firm plans to produce 

4. verbally and graphically describe the socially optimal rule (P=MC on the last unit produced) 

5. verbally and graphically describe the production efficient rule (MC=ATC on the last unit produced) 

D. Price and Output decisions of a typical Monopolist (i.e. the  Pure Monopoly case)                                              chapter 15 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical unit cost curves: 

1. verbally and graphically describe the relationship between the market demand curve for price searcher  and 

the marginal revenue curve for a price searcher 

2. verbally and graphically describe short-run equilibrium price charged by the monopolist firm and the 

quantity of the product the monopolist plans to produce 

3. verbally and graphically describe the economic inefficiency and inequity generated by monopolist’s price and 

output decisions 

4. verbally and graphically describe the government’s regulation of a monopolist firm                        (chapter 14) 
E. Price and Output decisions of a typical Imperfectly competitive firm (i.e. the  monopolistic- competitive  case)              

                                                                  chapter 13 & 14 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following using hypothetical unit cost curves: 

1. verbally and graphically describe the short run price charged by the monopolistic-competitive firm and the 

quantity of the product the firm plans to produce 

2. describe the oligopolist firm as a seller and how game theory can be used to explain their behavior 
*************** EXAMINATION 2  approximately at end of week 13 (this exam is worth 250 points) 

SECTION III: Factor markets and other topics of economics 

A. Factor Markets (the price the typical firm pays for input and the quantity of the input used)   chapter 17 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following 

1. describe the profit maximizing or loss minimizing rule for a firm buying resources (MRP=MFC= w) 

2. verbally and graphically describe the marginal revenue product curve of an input used by a typical firm 

3. verbally and graphically describe the marginal factor cost curve of an input used b a typical firm 

4. verbally and graphically describe short-run price paid by a typical competitive firm to input owners and the 

quantity of the input used by the firm 

5. verbally and graphically describe input (resource) demand curve for a typical competitive firm 

6.    verbally and graphically describe the wage earned by laborers and wage paid by a typical competitive firm 

7. verbally and graphically describe the wage union leaders would seek, if unions control the supply of labor and 

given union objective functions 

8. verbally and graphically describe the wage paid by a monopsonist firm and the quantity of the input used 

9. verbally and graphically describe the possible equilibrium wage,  if unions and monopsonist have to negotiate 

the wage paid by the monopsonist and the quantity of the input used (bilateral monopoly case) 

10. verbally and graphically describe the formation of interest rates and differences in interest rates that exist 

11. describe the significance of  present values of an income earning asset 
B. Market Failure                                    chapter 5 

In this chapter, the student should know how to do the following 

1. verbally and graphically describe  the consequences of the existence of externalities 

2. verbally and graphically describe the Coase Theorem                                                                   (instructor notes) 



C. The economics of Information                             lecture notes  

In this chapter the student should be able to discuss the following 

      1. asymmetric information 

      2. moral hazard 

      3. winners’ curse 

***************Examination 3* last class meeting (this exam is worth 250 points)*************** 

Grading system: (900-1000 pts)  = A): (800-899 pts)   = B): (650-799 pts  = C): (500-649 pts  = D) 

Grade components: 

A. Three (3) exams = 700 points maximum 

       1. 1st  exam  =200 points and is  60% essay and 40% multiple choice 

       2. 2nd  exam  = 250 points and is  60% essay and 40% multiple choice  

       3. 3rd exam  = 250 points and  is either all objective or all essay 

B. Twelve (12) assignments (short answer fill-in questions) = 180 points maximum or 15 points for each assignment  

 1. all late assignments will be marked down 10% 

 2  NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS will  accepted AFTER THEY ARE GRADED and returned to students 

 3.Assignments are turned in late  or messy will be marked down up to 20% 

C. Two (2)  section outlines = 120 maximum or 60 points for each outline 

 1.  (these outlines must be typed and a minimum of 5 pages using standard fonts and standard spacing 

 2.   these outlines must be detailed and include all information from the lectures and  include the  relevant graphs 

 3.   these outline must be  turned in before the exam on that section 

D.  Extra credit to be determined by instructor and must be typed to get credit 
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A. Exams 

 1.  exam 1 score  =        ______________/ 200 points   

 2.  exam 2 score =        ______________ / 250 points   

 3.  exam 3 score  =        ______________ / 250 points   

 

B. Assignments  

 assignment 1 = __________/ 15 points  

 assignment 2    = __________/15 points 

 assignment  3 =  __________/ 15 points  

 assignment 4 =  __________/ 15 points 

  

 ssignment 5  =   __________/ 15points  

 assignment  6    = __________/ 15points  

 assignment 7  =  __________/15 points 

 assignment 8  =  __________/15 points 

 

 assignment 9 =  ___________/15 points 

 assignment 10=                 _____________/15 points 

              assignment 11 =                ____________/15 points 

 assignment 12 =                ____________/15 points 

 

    C. SECTION OUTLINES 

      1. section 1 outline = ___________/ 60 points  

 

       2. section 2 outline = ___________/60 points  

 

D. subtotal  =  ___________/1000points 

 

E. total extra points =          ___________ 

 

F. total points =                     ____________ 


